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Buy & Sell

Dublin Light Rail (Luas)– New light rail line to Citywest

Issue 51 -- HAPPY NEW YEAR

Scott Wilson, together with TJ O’Connor & Associates, has been appointed by Davy Hickey Properties
to develop the preliminary design for a new £40 million light rail line to Citywest – Luas Line A1.

06/01/2006

In addition to track alignment design by Scott Wilson Railways and infrastructure design by UK South
Division, Scott Wilson will be undertaking a comprehensive Transport Assessment to support the
Environmental Impact Assessment.
Full Article

This Week's Headlines
Change of Name
Landmark Bridge
Dublin Light Rail
Best Practice
Espace Conference

Company News
Change of operating company name
Following the notice in issue 46 of Interchange, Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Co Ltd's name was changed to Scott Wilson Ltd on 22nd December 2005.
Amended templates for letterheads, invoices and fax headers have been loaded on Unite and all old versions have been removed. Similarly certificates and various
statements that make reference to the company name that are available on Unite have been updated. Email disclaimers have also been amended. Please ensure that
any old templates or versions of certificates etc that you hold on your own computer are no longer used and amend any references to the company name used in
personal email signatures.
A copy of the Certificate of Incorporation on Change of Name issued by the Registrar of Companies has been placed on Unite (SWIMS Level 3/Group Secretariat/Group
Companies) together with a covering letter that can be used as necessary explaining that this is only a change of name and not a change of legal entity.
In this regard, it should be noted that the change has no impact on contractual relationships, including conditions of employment.
Contact Geoff Redwood, Basingstoke
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Landmark Bridge for West Coast Route Modernisation
The Trent Valley 4-Tracking Project reached an important milestone on Sunday 18th December 2005 when Footbridge
984E (Comberfords Footbridge) was lifted into place. This is the first of some 40 new bridges which will be built as part of
the project between now and Summer 2008, with the majority of the Civils Contracts being on site by Spring 2006.

Scott Wilson has been involved with the project, which makes up part of the West Coast Route Modernisation, since the late 1990s. Due to upgrade requirements the
modernisation of the route has meant the need to replace some 40 bridges to accommodate the new generation of high-speed trains.
Contact Simon Hewitt, Basingstoke

top

Dublin Light Rail (Luas)– New light rail line to Citywest
Scott Wilson, together with TJ O’Connor & Associates, has been appointed by Davy Hickey Properties to develop the preliminary design for a new £40 million light rail
line to Citywest – Luas Line A1.
The new line is to be a double standard gauge track approximately 3.2km in length and will be connected to the existing Luas Red Line at Cookstown. The new line will
run entirely at grade and follow a green field reservation adjacent to the communities of Cairnwood, Belgard Green, Fettercairn (proposed stop) and Kilmartin. It will then
cross the proposed Outer Ring Road (linking the N7 and the N81) arriving at the proposed stop at Cheeverstown, where there will also be a park and ride facility. From
here the line will run adjacent to the communities of Brookview and Ardmore and enter the developing National Digital Park (proposed stop). The new line will then cross
the N82 and terminate at Fortunestown Lane (proposed stop), which is adjacent to a new retail centre currently under construction.
The Dublin Transportation Office published ‘A Platform for Change’ in 2000, which outlined an integrated transportation strategy for the Greater Dublin area. One of the
recommendations of this report was the provision of a spur to the proposed Orbital Metro. This spur known as Metro West is planned within the wider context of a
number of proposed developments within the Citywest area. The new light rail line to Citywest is being designed with passive provision for future Metro operation.
Scott Wilson will be working closely with the Railway Procurement Agency, who will sponsor the submission for a Light
Rail Order, the Dublin Transportation Office, South Dublin County Council and other local stakeholders and consultants.
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In addition to track alignment design by Scott Wilson Railways and infrastructure design by UK South Division, Scott Wilson will be undertaking a comprehensive
Transport Assessment to support the Environmental Impact Assessment.
The submission for the Light Rail Order is planned for June 2006 and it is anticipated that construction will commence in Spring 2007. Scott Wilson will continue its
involvement by undertaking detailed design for the successful contractor.
Contact Mark Lewis, Basingstoke
top

Project Management Best Practice
The Project Management Discipline Development Group are currently preparing a number of Best Practice Guides and the following are in preparation:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Value Management
Risk Management
Time Scheduling
Procurement
Whole Life Costing
Communication
Budget and Cost Management
Change Control

These Guides are intended to give the non-specialist Project Manager some background information on the subject, plus the name of an in-house person able to provide
more detailed information and experience.
The first of these has been written and can be found in the Project Management DDG section of Unite, and by using the following link Value Management.
Contact Bob Ballard, Basingstoke
top

Scott Wilson attends 2nd Espace Technical Conference - Blueprint for a Changing Climate
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Scott Wilson were represented at the fully subscribed 2nd ESPACE Technical Conference, held at the Guildhall in Winchester on 29th November 2005. The conference,
‘Blueprint for a Changing Climate’ sought to address how the planning system can deliver adaptation to climate change.
The ESPACE project is funded by the North West Europe INTERREG IIIB Programme and the UK Office for the Deputy Prime Minister. It is a 4 year project, running to
2007, that aims to recognise how climate change impacts upon planning at all levels. ESPACE is led from the UK, with partners in Germany, Belgium and the
Netherlands.
Key speakers included Office of the Deputy Prime Minister, Planning Officers Society, Environment Agency, British Property Federation, Association of British Insurers
and Friends of the Earth.

Guest Speakers

General Conference View

For more information about the project, including the presentations, photos and reports from the day, check http://www.espace-project.org.
Contact Gill Smith, Basingstoke
top

People

No news this week.

top

Social and Community
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Christmas Stars

Thank you to everyone in the Basingstoke offices who bought charity Christmas Stars. £50.78 was collected for the Multiple Sclerosis Society.

top

Cardiff Half-Marathon
from Stephen Paterson
For those of you who sponsored me over the summer to do the Cardiff Half-Marathon, I am just writing to thank you for all the money you raised. In total I raised about
£500. So, I forward thanks from all the children who will benefit from the education your money has paid for. Just as a quick personal note, for those who might wish to
know, I finished the 13.1 mile course in 2 hours 6 minutes and 5 seconds. And finally, if you wish to find any more information about the charity, please feel free to visit
their website at http://www.sosafrica.com/.
I hope you have all had a good Christmas and new year, and I hope to see you again in the summer.
top

Jobs

●
●

Senior Geotechnical Specialist , Grade 3.1/3.2 based in London or Basingstoke
Assistant Geo-Environmentalist, Grade 2.1 based in Basingstoke

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Nicola Baker, Basingstoke and quote the relevant reference number.

●
●

Structural Engineer/Senior Structural Engineer - Plymouth. Grade 2.3/3.1 (Ref: UKS186/05)
Business Administrator - Basingstoke. Grade 2.2 (Ref: UKS187/05)

If you are interested in the above position please contact Ruth Eskdale, Basingstoke and quote the relevant reference number.

Please ensure you have advised your current line manager before formally applying for any of the above positions. Applications should be sent to the relevant contact by
e-mail, quoting the Job Title shown, with a copy of your most recent CV, SW Grade/Salary and any additional information to support your application.
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To view all jobs at Scott Wilson please visit the website www.scottwilson.com/jm/publish/ Please note that vacancies displayed on the website will not show internal
grade or division .
top

Buy and Sell
For Sale:

Sony 14 inch Colour TV (CRT) Model KV-M1400U, Black, 1x Scart , Audio headphone socket. Full working order. £30
Contact Angela Lowle, Basingstoke

Click for larger image
top

Articles for Interchange
Articles should be submitted by close of business on Monday to Interchange@scottwilson.com
Articles must be no longer than 300 words and all pictures should be in JPEG or similar format. The contact, e-mail, and job title of the contributor should be submitted
with each article.
top
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Issue 52

Sheffield Student Village Starts on Site

13/01/2006

The University of Sheffield’s new Student Accommodation PFI project is now
underway, with assistance from Scott Wilson. The project is in four phases, to
tie-in with the academic calendar over four years, finishing in September 2009.

This Week's Headlines

The works include demolition of most existing accommodation and construction
of around 3,600 en-suite bedrooms, refurbishment of around 400 rooms within
existing buildings, construction of two social ‘hub’ buildings and associated
external and landscaping works.

Size of Word 2000 files

Full Article

Gulf Regional Business

BCCB Website
South Essex Flood Risk

The proposed main hub
building

Sheffield Student Village

Company News
Establishment Of Gulf Regional Business
Further to the announcement that we are bringing together our existing divisional initiatives into one Gulf Regional Business I am pleased to report that Eddie Foster has
been appointed as the new Regional Director with immediate effect.
Eddie is currently based in Bahrain but the location for the Regional HQ, either Bahrain or Dubai will be finalised shortly.
The prime focus of the Gulf business will be:●
●
●
●
●

Dubai / United Arab Emirates
Bahrain
Qatar
Oman
Kuwait

Saudi Arabia is a large potential market for further consideration in due course.
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It will be operated as a Regional Business within the International Division (see organogram). Julian Freeman and the Dubai operation will transfer from South Division
on 1 May 2006. Within International other work in the wider Middle East is the responsibility of Hany Hassan with Peter Illes as Director. They will also provide support to
the Gulf Regional Business on major project initiatives; this will be essential from the rest of the Group e.g. Peter Frankham (Ports), Malcolm George and Ken Jores
(Tourism, Leisure, Masterplanning).
Eddie's ongoing role in the India/South Asia Regional Business is currently being reviewed in consultation with CD Puri; however close interaction will be maintained
because of the high usage of Indian/Asian resources for projects in the Gulf.
In recognition of the wide international nature of Ports and Airports, Peter Frankham will also join the International Division Board to enable greater integration of this
business worldwide. He will also remain on the UK South Division Board.
An initial business plan has been produced and this will be developed in line with the Group Business Planning process just being launched.
As identified in the strategic review, this region represents a major market and with all your support the steps above will allow us to focus on developing significant
business in the future.

Click for larger image.
Contact John Nutt, Basingstoke
top

Controlling the size of Microsoft Word 2000 files and being aware of hidden personal/confidential data
Microsoft Word 2000 documents can become unwieldy over time and their increased size puts an unnecessary load on files servers, mail systems and interoffice
communication circuits.
A Word file is made up of text, graphics, headers/footers and other document specific information, called metadata. Metadata is normally hidden when a document is
first opened but can contain information that is not intended for viewing by others.
To appreciate whether a file is abnormally large it is worth noting the following about files sizes: http://www.scottwilson.com/interchange/2006/13012006/13012006.html (2 of 8)1/13/2006 5:57:06 PM
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●
●
●

1 byte = single character (i.e. A, B etc)
1 kilobyte (kb) = 1024 bytes
1 megabyte (mb) = 1024 kilobytes

To view the size of any file, right-click the file using Explorer and select Properties or open the file itself within MS Word and from the File pull-down menu select
Properties. Under the General tab the file size (normally in kb and bytes) will be displayed. A normal single page A4 MS Word document that contains only plain text and
no graphics will be approximately 10kb-15kb in size.
To understand how to maintain efficient file sizes and to view the full article, see ‘Controlling the Size of MS Word 2000 Files’ on Unite.
Hidden and Personal Information within MS Word 2000 Files
Whenever you create, open, or save a document in Microsoft Word 2000, the document will contain content that you may not want to share with others when you
distribute the document electronically. Every electronic document has an invisible set of identifying data known as metadata that is used for a variety of purposes to
enhance the editing, viewing, filing, and retrieval of MS Office documents.
All MS Office files (Word, Excel etc) will contain metadata that can include any or all of the following: ●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Your name, initials, company name and phone number
Your manager’s name
The name of your computer
The name of the network server or hard disk where the document is saved
The names of previous authors
Document revision and version information
Non-visible portions of embedded OLE Objects (Excel charts/worksheets)
Text specifically ‘hidden’ by the authors

To understand how to maintain confidentially within MS Word 2000 files and to view the full article, see ‘Personal and Confidential information in MS Word 2000 Files’ on
Unite.
Contact Stewart Dalton, Telford

top

BCCB Website
Staff frequently ask how they can access the BCCB Website and the instructions from BCCB are as follows:“Go to www.bccb.org.uk click on "Register here" and then follow the simple instructions. Note that we encourage multiple registrations from members. This helps to
ensure that your company gets the best possible value from its membership.”
Contact Angela Hall, Basingstoke
top
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South Essex Strategic Flood Risk Assessment
Scott Wilson Water have just been commissioned by Thames Gateway South Essex Partnership to undertake a Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) for the whole
of south Essex, covering five council districts.
SFRA is now seen as best practice for incorporating flood risk and flood management into local and regional planning. The south Essex region of the Thames Gateway
development area is earmarked for over 50,000 new homes within the next 50 years, and this project puts Scott Wilson right at the forefront of flood risk assessment and
management in this key development zone. We'll be re-drawing the flood risk maps for the area, based on defence breach scenarios under extreme tide conditions.
Local flooding factors such as rivers and built-environment drainage will be overlain to produce the most comprehensive flood maps ever produced in the area.
Our team includes hydrologists, hydraulic modellers, GIS specialists, planners and flood defence engineers from Basingstoke, London and Basildon.

2-dimensional model output, showing
flood depths resulting from a catastrophic
breach of the tidal Thames flood defence,
near Shoeburyness, Southend on Sea

Click for larger image
For further details, contact Jon Robinson, Basingstoke or Liz Williams, London.

top

Sheffield Student Village Starts on Site
The University of Sheffield’s new Student Accommodation PFI project is now underway, with assistance from Scott Wilson. Andy Cross, Project Manager, explains how
we got this far.
After 14 months of dedicated work with Bovis Lend Lease, the enabling works for the new Sheffield Student Village development got underway in December 2005. The
project is a £140m PFI to provide approximately 4,000 new and refurbished student bedrooms on the existing accommodation site to the west of the main campus. The
project is in four phases, to tie-in with the academic calendar over four years, finishing in September 2009.
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The works include:

●
●
●
●

●

Demolition of most existing accommodation;
Construction of around 3,600 en-suite bed-rooms, including disabled, deluxe and family;
Refurbishment of around 400 rooms within existing buildings between 15-150 years old;
Construction of two social ‘hub’ buildings comprising catering, bar, entertainment, conferencing, IT and
admin functions;
The associated external and landscaping works across the 30ha estate.
New student accommodation
(Click for larger image)

The PFI Process
Scott Wilson have been involved with Bovis Lend Lease from the start of the competitive ITN stage of the PFI process in October 2004. Bovis’s bid was submitted in
December 2004 and a process of evaluation and negotiation was undertaken, leading to Bovis being appointed as preferred bidder in April 2005. At this stage, we were
retained by Bovis to provide a wide range of services, mainly from Central Division, including Building Structures, Civils and Infrastructure, Landscape Architecture,
Geotechnics, Acoustics, Highways, Sustainability and Ecology.
These disciplines, in conjunction with the project architect, M&E consultant and QS, have developed the project proposals through Preferred Bidder stage to produce a
fixed capital works estimate for the project; discharge 55 planning conditions; submit information to achieve Building Regulations and other statutory approvals; provide
details of the proposals for approval by the PFI funders; and develop the phase 1 proposals to allow a construction site start in January 2006.
Site topography is very steep, with an overall fall of 60m from one end to the other. It is in a conservation area which meant that the planning process has been
restrictive on building form/layout and landscaping. The site also has numerous trees that need to be retained in the permanent works and through the construction
process. This imposes significant restrictions on landscaping and earthworks and requires specific consideration in the design of the building foundations in the
underlying clay. The chosen foundation scheme also had to allow for the majority of the new buildings being built on the footprints of the existing, demolished buildings.
A combination of piled and mass concrete trench fill foundations was therefore selected.
The construction contract for the phase 1 works is on the basis of an Early Works Agreement in advance of agreement of the main PFI deal. Financial Close for the
formal PFI is anticipated for the end of February 2006.
Contact Helen Dytkiewicz, Chesterfield
top

People
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Congratulations to Olivia Collett, Town Planner in Abingdon, who has recently been made a Member of the Royal Town
Planning Institute.
Well done Olivia, this is a reflection of your hard work and your willingness to tackle the wide range of tasks that are thrown
your way. It is well deserved.

top

The Plymouth office would like to welcome Rowan Oliver to the team. Rowan was born in New Zealand and graduated from
Otago University with marketing qualifications and then followed an engineering path at Canterbury University (NZ),
graduating in 2003 with BEng (Hons) Civil Engineering. Rowan’s most recent post has been with MWH (Montgomery Watson
Harza) in Wellington, where he was involved in various Transportation and Highway Maintenance projects specialising in
Traffic Assessment.
When not directing the traffic, Rowan enjoys mountain biking and surfing. Rowan will be joining Neil Rugg’s team working on
Transportation projects.

top

Social and Community

Congratulations to Liam and Lorraine Hutton on the birth of their baby boy, Ryan, who was born on Christmas Eve weighing 7lbs 4oz. Best wishes to all from the
Leeds Office.

top

Jobs
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●
●
●
●

Senior Project Manager , Grade 3.2, to join us for 12 months based in our client’s premises in Milton Keynes. Ref: UKS191/06
Senior Resident Engineer (Overseas) - Pipavav in India. Grade 4.1/4.2 Ref: UKS188/06
Principal Planning Consultant - London Office. Grade 4.1 Ref: UKS190/06
Principal Urban Design Consultant - London Office. Grade 4.1 Ref: UKS192/06

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Ruth Eskdale, Basingstoke and quote the relevant reference number.

●

Engineer/Senior Engineer - West Coast Main Line, Trent Valley Four Tracking Tamworth to Armitage
(Senior) Chartered Engineer to assist Martyn Veale at Lichfield. The person would preferable be a bridge design engineer having experience in the design of
steel rail underbridges, including Billet Decks.

For full details please contact either Martyn Veal(Site 01543 43 8908) or John Campbell (SWR Scotland)

Central Division have the following new vacancies: ●
●

Environmental Assessor - AMScott Ref: C541
Project Engineer - Infrastructure, Telford Ref C542

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Kate Kirby, Cheterfield and quote the relevant reference number.

●
●
●

Personal Assistant to CEO , London Office (Greencoat Place) Closing date: 20.1.06
CAD Technician - Civil & Structural Engineering, Swindon. Ref: SWR47
Multi-disciplinary Engineer , Buchanan House, Glasgow Ref: SWR49. Closing date: 24 Jan 2006

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Amanda Haines, Swindon and quote the relevant reference number.

Please ensure you have advised your current line manager before formally applying for any of the above positions. Applications should be sent to the relevant contact by
e-mail, quoting the Job Title shown, with a copy of your most recent CV, SW Grade/Salary and any additional information to support your application.

To view all jobs at Scott Wilson please visit the website www.scottwilson.com/jm/publish/ Please note that vacancies displayed on the website will not show internal
grade or division .
top
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For Sale:

Sony 14 inch Colour TV (CRT) Model KV-M1400U, Black, 1x Scart , Audio headphone socket.Full working order. £30 ono.
Contact Angela Lowle, Basingstoke

Click for larger image
top

Articles for Interchange
Articles should be submitted by close of business on Monday to Interchange@scottwilson.com
Articles must be no longer than 300 words and all pictures should be in JPEG or similar format. The contact, e-mail, and job title of the contributor should be submitted
with each article.
top
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Scout Moor Wind Farm

Issue 53

Since August 2005 the civil and geotechnical teams in Manchester have been finalising conceptual design details, establishing key
risk items, and finalising micro-sitting for land take (Planning - Section 147) for Phase 1 of the proposed development of Scout Moor
Wind Farm.

20/01/2006

Having completed Phase 1 in December 2005, including site investigations at a cost of £250,000, Scott Wilson secured Phase 2 of
the project in January 2006. Phase 2 will take the development from conceptual design to detailed design and specification for
tendering due to begin late February 2006.

E-mail size limits

Full Article

This Week's Headlines

Project Control and EMS
Scout Moor Wind Farm
Photographic Competition

Company News
Implementation of size limits on e-mails
Recently, a number of e-mail messages in excess of 100mb have been found in the message queues in our e-mail system. Such large outgoing e-mails take a
considerable time to process and use a significant amount of network bandwidth thereby slowing down other programs and services. Additionally, e-mail client
programs, such as Microsoft Outlook, struggle to open such large e-mails and this can cause the recipient’s computer to crash. Recipients on dial-up or slow Internet
connections will find it almost impossible to open messages of this size.
Perhaps more seriously, within Scott Wilson a single 100Mb e-mail is sufficient to fill and disable a standard mailbox in certain circumstances. At the very least this
would inconvenience the recipient.
Scott Wilson's current UK e-mail system has an immutable upper limit of 30Mb on incoming e-mails but no limit on the size of outgoing e-mails. With this in mind, from
Monday 30 January 2006 a global 30mb limit will be applied to all e-mail messages passing through our system. Outgoing, incoming and internal messages above this
size limit will not be transmitted.
Alternative methods for transferring large amounts of data include:
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i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

send links to files instead of the actual file itself where network access permissions permit
scheduling a direct transfer between servers by the local computing department (internal only)
burning the data to CD or DVD for transfer by post
transferring the data to the Scott Wilson FTP site for download

Contact Kevin Wheeler, Basingstoke
top

Project Control and Project EMS
In line with a programme of change which was communicated to staff in June / July 2005, the content of Project Control has been significantly updated:
●
●
●
●

The Project Control Manual has been removed from UNITE
New Procedures on UNITE replace the content of the Manual - including new terminology
All Project Control MS Word Forms have been removed from UNITE
New MS Excel Forms replace all previous versions (Word and Excel) of the Project Control Forms

A description of what changes have been made (and why) can be found on UNITE.
A number of significant changes have also been made to the content of Project EMS. A new Form is now available, which helps determine whether Project EMS is
applicable and provides a template for a Project EMS Plan. A training presentation and a summary of actions on the Project Director and Project Manager at each stage
in the Project Lifecycle is also available on UNITE.
Tom Osorio (Group Business Systems Manager) is presenting a summary of the changes (to Project Control and Project EMS) to Project Directors, Project Managers
and Business Administrators in UK Offices between now and the end of February. If you are not aware of the presentations please contact Rachel Leary for a
programme and liaise with your Director if you wish to attend.
For staff in offices outside of the UK, Tom will be liaising with John Nutt (International CEO) and Simon Davies (China / Hong Kong CEO) to agree a strategy for
communicating the changes to other parts of the Group.
If you have any specific questions regarding the changes, please contact Rachel Leary, York, who will log your call, respond directly or will forward your query to Tom
Osorio, York

top
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Scout Moor Wind Farm
Since August 2005 the civil and geotechnical teams in Manchester have been finalising conceptual design details, establishing key risk items, and finalising micro-sitting
for land take (Planning - Section 147) for Phase 1 of the proposed development of Scout Moor Wind Farm.
The 900 ha site around Scout Moor, situated north of Rochdale in the West Pennine Moors, is to accommodate some 12km of access track servicing 26 wind turbines
and substation with an estimated peak capacity of 65MW, enough to supply 34% of the North West regions onshore renewable energies inline with the 2010 targets.
The Promoter (Peel Holdings) is a key client of Scott Wilson C-Division and has many large developments in the north including Teesside Airport, Liverpool International
Business Park and Liverpool John Lennon Airport.
Having completed Phase 1 in December 2005, including site investigations at a cost of £250,000, Scott Wilson secured Phase 2 of the project in January 2006. Phase 2
will take the development from conceptual design to detailed design and specification for tendering due to begin late February 2006.
Although the final contract arrangements are yet to be finalised we are hoping to take the NEC 3 route, although a traditional design and build approach may yet be
adopted.
Site investigations established several key geotechnical risk areas which include extensive shallow mining, deep peat overlying soft glacial profiles, and aggressive
ground conditions.
A total of 10 turbine locations were found to be at high risk from collapse of shallow mine workings, 9 at medium risk and 7 at low risk. Not only are the turbine
foundations at risk, the temporary blade hub and tip supports and crane outrigger pads utilised during construction and maintenance will need to be considered as
extremely large loads are anticipated. Drill and grout operations have been recommended and the Manchester geotechnics team are currently developing detailed drill
and grout specifications for the tendering package.
The detailed design of vertical and horizontal alignment for the access tracks is extremely critical. Due to the length of the turbine blades and turbine masts and their
delivery wagons stringent nominal limits have been set for the curvature of the tracks, and with a limited 15m corridor to play with a variety of road embankment/cutting
constructions will be required.
The further complication of deep and variable peat depths across the site calls for a variety of road pavement designs including a 'floating' road structure. Our colleagues
in Pavement Engineering (Telford) will be looking in to the design of the unbound pavement design in regard to long term deformation of the pavement structure for
abnormally high axle loadings. The Manchester geotechnics team will be looking at primary and secondary consolidation (due to self weight and axle loading) and
potential for failure in bearing.

Click for larger image.
For further details please contact Mark Thorn, Geotechnics Manchester or Annette Lardeur, Civils Manchester

top
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The Plymouth office would like to welcome Graeme Berry to the rapidly expanding team.
Graeme joins us from Stones Underhill Associates where he worked primarily as an infrastructure engineer and was involved
in large development projects such as Azure, in Plymouth. He has also had extensive experience in Accident Prevention,
Highway Maintenance projects and the construction of the Motorcycle Grand Prix circuit at Welkom in South Africa. Graeme
graduated with a National Diploma in Civil Engineering from South Africa and is currently studying for an MSc in Construction
Management at the University of Bath.
Gin his free time Graeme enjoys keeping fit and is looking forward to the arrival of his first child in May.

top

Scott Wilson Water are pleased to welcome Jon Hillman to our Mansfield team. Jon joins us as a Senior Water Quality
Consultant, specialising in diffuse water pollution and catchment management.
Jon studied at Aberystwyth and Wye College, before completing a PhD in environmental science. He worked on water quality
issues on Jersey, before joining ADAS, where he was Study Director and Contract Manager on water and catchment
management projects for Government, water and agrochemical companies.
Catchment issues under the Water Framework Directive are likely to become more important to Scott Wilson business and
Jon’s appointment to the Water Team further enhances our capability in this area.

top

The Basingstoke team of the bridges resource group is pleased to welcome Jaegyu Han who joins us as a Graduate Engineer.
He has just completed his MSc in concrete structures at Imperial College, London and has previous design experience of
bridges in Korea. Whilst in Korea he undertook his military training in the Marine Corps.

top
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Goodbye from Tony Johnston (Associate, Scott Wilson Railways, Birmingham)
I shall be leaving Scott Wilson on 20 January 2006. I joined Scott Wilson, after emigrating from South Africa in 1990 and have spent 15 years with the company, working
mainly in the UK and Hong Kong.
I wish to thank the company for the fantastic opportunities I have had to work on mega, and most successful, projects, specifically Route 3 in Hong Kong and the
Evergreen Track Doubling Alliance. I wish you all well into the future.
I shall be working for a major contractor in Qatar and will make contact with Eddie Foster, who, I see, is setting up a new Gulf office.

top

Social and Community
Photo Competition 2005

Divisional Winners
UK South/Core Services

Winner £50
1st Mike Padfield – UK South (photograph opposite)

2nd Angela Lowle – Core Services
3rd Angela Lowle – Core Services, Nicolas Clarke – UK South

Click for larger image.
UK Central/Scotland/Ireland

Winner £50
1st Brendan McGrath – AM Scott (photograph opposite)

2nd Hugh Smith – UK Central
3rd Katerina Fytopoulou – Scotland
Click for larger image.
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International/ Railways

Winner £50
1st James Bickerstaffe – Railways (photograph opposite)

2nd Gareth Hearn – International

Category Winners
Project

Winner £50 + champagne
1st James Bickerstaffe – Railways (photograph opposite)

Click for larger image.

2nd Gareth Hearn – International
3rd Angela Lowle – Core Services

People

Winner £50 + champagne
1st Pawel Krzyzowski – Railways (photograph opposite)

2nd Hugh Smith - Central

Click for larger image.
Transport

Winner £50 + champagne
1st Pawel Kucharski – Railways (photograph opposite)

2nd Gareth Hearn -International
3rd Gareth Hearn - International

Click for larger image.
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Overall Winner

£200
James Bickerstaffe – Railways

Contact Laura Johnson, Basingstoke

top

Congratulations to Karina and Jim Young who became the proud parents of a baby boy on 7 December 2005. Logan James
Young arrived at 19.55 hrs with a birth weight of 7lbs 5oz and, as you can see from the photo, is doing very well.
Best Wishes from all at Ashford (not forgetting Adrian in Leeds & Gareth in Manchester).

top

Jobs

●

Senior / Principal Traffic Engineers and Transport Consultants – Glasgow

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Russell Bissland, Glasgow.

●
●
●

2 Senior Building Services Engineers - London. Grade 3.2 Ref: UKS193/06.
Principal / Senior Project Manager - Leeds. Grade 3.2 or 4.1 Ref: UKS197/06.
Senior Environmental Assessment Consultant - London Office. Grade 3.1/2 Ref: UKS198/06.

For full details please contact either Ruth Eskdale, Basingstoke and quote the relevant reference number.

Central Division have the following new vacancies: ●
●
●
●

Graduate Urban Designer/Landscape Architect – Birmingham. Ref. C543
Web Developer/Graphic Designer - Marketing, Basingstoke. Ref. C544
Administration Assistant – Matlock. Ref C545
Road Safety Technician - Transportation, Matlock. Ref C546
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If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Kate Kirby, Cheterfield and quote the relevant reference number.

Please ensure you have advised your current line manager before formally applying for any of the above positions. Applications should be sent to the relevant contact by
e-mail, quoting the Job Title shown, with a copy of your most recent CV, SW Grade/Salary and any additional information to support your application.

To view all jobs at Scott Wilson please visit the website www.scottwilson.com/jm/publish/ Please note that vacancies displayed on the website will not show internal
grade or division .
top

Buy and Sell
For Sale:
A cream 3-piece suite, extremely comfortable and in very good condition. Dimensions: Width 115cm (chairs) 190cm (sofa); Height 90cm (both); Depth 110cm (both).
£200 ono. Buyer collects.
Contact Natasha Eremeeva, Basingstoke on 6411 or 07876131454

Click for larger images.

top

For Sale:
Palm m515 colour personal digital assistant (PDA) in excellent condition with Palm leather case (with slots for storing SD Cards), 8MB SD Card, Palm
Bluetooth Card (for wireless connection with Bluetooth devices), Palm portable keyboard, USB synch cable and travel charger.
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Synchronise with MS Outlook and keep all your appointments, contacts and tasks with you at all times. Surf the web and download emails.
Synchronise MS Word, MS Excel and MS PowerPoint files, and view Adobe documents.

The bundle would cost over £150. Will sell for £75 ovno.
Contact Mark Lewis, Basingstoke

top

For Sale:
Double door wardrobe with 4 drawers (Ikea): £30
Double door wardrobe with 3 big drawers and dressing table having 6 drawers - 3 each side (worth £600): £150
TV Grundig with Built in video, 21", 2 years, worth £200: £80
Solid wood table with 6 foldable chairs, light brown: £60 (table alone £40)
TV table with storage, light metallic color: £15
If you are interested in any of the listed items, please contact Costanzo Graffi, Nottingham

top

For Sale:
Computer Desk

Pale wood laminate finish and gunmetal effect frame; pull-out keyboard & mouse shelves; integral CD storage on legs;
adjustable lower shelf and optional high shelf for printer/scanner etc. L1000xW600xH790 mm
- £40 buyer collects
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Total Trainer

Complete and compact total-body workout system. All the major muscle groups can be effectively trained. Activities include leg
press, chest press, leg cuff, bicep curl, and bench press. Setup and takedown are quick and easy, and the gym takes a
minimum of space.
- £70 (as new) buyer collects
Non-motorised treadmill

Non-slip walking surface; Speed, distance, time scan function.
- £35 (as new) buyer collects

For further details on the above items please contact Chris Beswick or Claire Burton, Abingdon.

top

Articles for Interchange
Articles should be submitted by close of business on Monday to Interchange@scottwilson.com
Articles must be no longer than 300 words and all pictures should be in JPEG or similar format. The contact, e-mail, and job title of the contributor should be submitted
with each article.
top
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30 pence per person per year

Issue 54

In the 8 months of the 2005 / 06 financial year, your donations to the Scott Wilson Millennium Project have raised just over £7,000,
well on our way to our business plan target of raising £10,000 this financial year. But, in a company of over 3,000 employees, this
wonderful fundraising total converts to less than 30 pence per person per month. Can you help us do more? Can you give more
than 30 pence this month?

27/01/2006

Use the Give As You Earn service through Scott Wilson, available on Unite, and help us continue to help children smile across the
miles.

This Week's Headlines
Scott House parking
Millennium Fund

Full Article

Company News
Scott House visitor parking arrangements
It has been decided to change the visitor parking arrangements at Scott House, Basingstoke. We have made a permanent allocation of what we feel is a suitable
number of parking spaces for client visitors. These will be marked appropriately from Monday 30 January.
Scott Wilson staff visitors may have been led to believe that they must request, in advance, that a parking space be reserved for them when visiting. This is no longer the
case. We ask that any Scott Wilson staff coming to Scott House from other offices regard themselves as, and follow the same parking arrangements for, staff.
If, when you arrive, all of the staff parking spaces at Scott House have been used up, please call into Reception and they will describe the location of an alternative
parking area and the security barrier access code.
Contact Trevor Bateman, Basingstoke
top
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Projects & Disciplines

No news this week

top

People

No news this week

top

Social and Community

30 pence per person per year
This year the Scott Wilson Millennium Project has provided bicycles to enable outreach workers in Zambia reach families devastated by HIV/Aids, we have provided
winter shoes and clothes to children in an orphanage in Moldova, we have provided emergency response aid, reconstruction and
rehabilitation services to Tsunami victims in Sri Lanka and we have been working with community leaders in Pakistan to ensure
that we can help children suffering from the devastating earthquake.

In the 8 months of the 2005/06 financial year, your donations have raised just over £7,000, well on our way to our business plan target of raising £10,000 this financial
year. But, in a company of over 3,000 employees, this wonderful fundraising total converts to less than 30 pence per person per month. Can you help us do more? Can
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you give more than 30 pence this month?
Use the Give As You Earn service through Scott Wilson, available on Unite, and help us continue to help children smile across the miles...
If every employee donated £1 per month, imagine how much more we could do...
Contact Debra Power, Basingstoke
top

Glasgow Railway Engineer gets on his bike for Charity!
Ricky Scarff of the Glasgow Railways office, is preparing to get on his bike, along with his partner Nadia Savage of First Engineering Ltd, and cycle 454km through Peru
for MacMillan Cancer Relief. They hope to raise more than £6000 in sponsorship.
The 13 day challenge from 30 September to 12 October 2006 will see Ricky and Nadia cycle 454 kilometres from Lake Titicaca, the highest navigable lake in the world,
through Andean villages and past snow capped mountains to the “lost city of the Incas” - Machu Pichu.
In the UK more than one in three people will be diagnosed with cancer during their lifetime and more than 1 million people are currently living with cancer. Macmillan
Cancer Relief is a UK charity providing the expert care and emotional support which is changing the lives of people living with cancer today. Each year participants on
challenges raise over £1million pounds which makes a huge difference to people living with cancer.
Ricky will be calling on colleagues in Glasgow and around the country in the hope that they can lend their support in this difficult task of raising the funds and if they
attend any of his planned fundraising events, they may just find their pictures on the website!
To sponsor Ricky, or ask any questions please contact him on richard.scarff@scottwilson.com or even simpler just go to www.justgiving.com/rickyandnadia and make
your donation on line. The money goes straight to Macmillan Cancer Relief. The website will also provide updates on training and sponsorship progress.

top

Jobs
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●

Geotechnical Engineer - Ground Investigations - Ashford. Grade 2.2 Ref UKS200/06

For full details please contact either Ruth Eskdale, Basingstoke and quote the relevant reference number.

Please ensure you have advised your current line manager before formally applying for any of the above positions. Applications should be sent to the relevant contact by
e-mail, quoting the Job Title shown, with a copy of your most recent CV, SW Grade/Salary and any additional information to support your application.

To view all jobs at Scott Wilson please visit the website www.scottwilson.com/jm/publish/ Please note that vacancies displayed on the website will not show internal
grade or division .
top

Buy and Sell
To Rent:
I am pleased to offer for rental a 3-bed semi detached home, situated in a tranquil area of South Normanton (Junction 28 of M1). The accommodation comprises of
PVC double glazing, fitted kitchen, conservatory and a detached double brick built garage. The property has a driveway to the side, leading to the garage and also
provides of-road parking for at least 3 cars. There are gardens to the front and rear of the house (the latter under repairs). Available from 1st February 2006.
If interested, please contact Corina Hill, Nottingham

top

For Sale:
Various Items
Click here to view list.
Contact Alex Duggan, Basingstoke

top

Articles for Interchange
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Articles should be submitted by close of business on Monday to Interchange@scottwilson.com
Articles must be no longer than 300 words and all pictures should be in JPEG or similar format. The contact, e-mail, and job title of the contributor should be submitted
with each article.
top
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Company News

Issue 55
03/02/2006

Save £100s on Rail Tickets
It is worth considering buying single train tickets rather than returns at the moment as the price savings can be enormous, eg return
travel from Chesterfield to London can be £125 plus, whereas two advance single tickets are less than £25. Return travel to
Basingstoke from Chesterfield is £67 or £24 for two advance singles. There are obviously constraints on the trains you can use but
at that price it may be worth buying tickets for two different trains if you are not sure which one you will catch.
I found this by using the train times website and checking the ticket price availability on screen after I had found my train times.
Contact Susan Silcocks, Information Officer, Chesterfield

Projects & Disciplines

No news this week

top

People
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Save on Rail Tickets
Flying the Flag

Interchange

Congratulations to Danny Duce, Air Quality/PPC specialist at Chesterfield, on being awarded the status of Chartered
Environmentalist (CEnv) by the Society for the Environment.
Danny has also recently obtained full membership of the Institution of Environmental Sciences (MIES).

top

Congratulations to Claire Storey, a member of the Ecology Team at the Leeds Office, who has just achieved a Diploma in
Pollution Management Control from the Open University.
We would all like to congratulate Claire in her efforts towards achieving this Diploma.

top

Scott Wilson Water are pleased to welcome Craig Patton to our Mansfield team. Craig joins us as a Senior Technician. He has extensive
experience of CAD systems both in the UK and from overseas. He has recently been involved in the 4D schemes for Southern Water and is
currently also responsible for data management for the Water Team on the Jamalco scheme in Jamaica.
Craig has a background in Mechanical Engineering and further increases our resource base in our developing team.

top
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Abingdon’s Tourism and Leisure team welcomes the appointment of Ross Calladine as a Graduate Consultant. Ross is a
recent graduate in Tourism Management (First Class Honours) from Sheffield Hallam University, with whom the Team have
close links.
Ross will be expanding the research capacity for the teams’ UK and international work and will hopefully prove a useful asset
for other sectors of Scott Wilson. With experience of working in customer services in major hotels and theme parks in Florida
he is sure to be quick to understand your needs.

top

The London office would like to welcome Matthew Lawes and Miriam Vaux to the Transportation team.
Matt joins having graduated from Reading University, whilst Miriam completed her degree at Durham
University.
Miriam is currently busy on a number of Transport Assessments whilst Matt is assisting with traffic
management proposals for Victoria Station Upgrade.

top

Social and Community
Flying The Flag – Road Race Team Launch
A stated objective in our business plan is to ‘have more fun’ and at Group level, to ‘promote the Scott Wilson brand’. Flying the Flag aims to meet both these objectives
whilst encouraging teamwork, corporate social responsibility and personal achievement amongst employees. In Swindon our first Flying the Flag initiative was to provide
corporate sponsorship for a road race team. Dan Smith (RyE) forms part of this road race team.
On Saturday 28 January the GWR/Total Bike team sponsored by Scott Wilson, Steele Davis, Meta Sports and GWR FM was launched. The team will aim to be the top
ranked team in the south division and competing seriously in National Crits and road races, competing in the southern Crit series, the south divisional championships,
the national Road Race championships, selected national Crit events and the tour of the south in July, where the final stage departs from Swindon. The team will also
travel to Belgium for selected kermises when the national season calendar permits.
Meet the Team:
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[From left to right: Phil Bayton, Grant Bayton, Ben Luckwell, Nic Tilling, Peter Kentch, Daniel Smith & Gary Smith].
Click for larger image.

Phil Bayton

Evergreen Former Olympian and World Championship Rider.

Grant Bayton Silver Medallist in the Masters Road Race Championship.
Nic Tilling

Winner of the 2005 edition of the Swindon Road Race Team.

Ben Luckwell

The South divisional champion of 2005. Stage winner in the Milk Race and placed 2nd in the
professional Road Race team.

Peter Kench

National University Road Race Champion, Surrey League Points Champion and Wessex Division
Circuit Champion.

Daniel Smith

Long career in mountain biking, 12th in this year’s edition of the Salisbury Plain Challenge. Finished
9th in the national open MTB Championships in 2003.

Gary Smith

Road racing for 1 year and is being guided by Grant Bayton on racing. This year he will be a
development rider on the team.

Scott Wilson and Steele Davis’ sponsorship has contributed towards the provision of Trek and specialised bikes, clothing as sported in the pictures, helmets and shoes.
GWR FM will support the team at selected events throughout the year with the Black Thunder road show, support vehicles and radio coverage. Anne Crosby and
Lorraine Floyd went along to the launch to represent Scott Wilson as sponsors. “We are proud to be part of the support for this impressive road race team, and wish
them well in their first race on 5th March. This sponsorship is an example of our new initiative 'Flying the Flag at its best. It promotes teamwork and personal
achievement amongst employees, at the same time profiling our brand in places and ways we haven’t been before,” says Anne Crosby.
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[From left to right: Grant Bayton, Sandy - Steele Davis, Gary Smith, Jason Pinkney – Total Bike, Phil Bayton, Peter Kentch, Nic Tilling, Ben Luckwell, Daniel Smith, Anne
Crosby – Scott Wilson, Lorraine Floyd – Scott Wilson and Dave – Meta Sports].
Click for larger image.
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Jobs

●

Graduate/Assistant Graduate - Basingstoke Office. Grade 1.2 / 2.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS 203/06.

For full details please contact Ruth Eskdale, Basingstoke and quote the relevant reference number.

●

Electrical Design Engineers - Swindon & Glasgow. Ref: SWR53

For full details please contact Amanda Haines, Swindon and quote the relevant reference number.

Please ensure you have advised your current line manager before formally applying for any of the above positions. Applications should be sent to the relevant contact by
e-mail, quoting the Job Title shown, with a copy of your most recent CV, SW Grade/Salary and any additional information to support your application.

To view all jobs at Scott Wilson please visit the website www.scottwilson.com/jm/publish/ Please note that vacancies displayed on the website will not show internal
grade or division .
top

Buy and Sell
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Holiday Apartment to let
Costa del Sol, Nerja, Spain. Details as PDF Brochure.
Contact Paul Brooks, London or mobile 07812 960533

top

For Sale:
Red Suzuki Cappuccino hard top convertible

Interior fully re-upholstered in leather, alloy wheels, CD player, stainless steel sports exhaust, air
conditioning, electric windows, new discs and pads. Roof packs in boot when removed (comes in 3
sections), or can be driven as a “T-Bar”. Excellent condition inside and out.
2 owners from new, low mileage, full service history. 693cc turbo charged engine, low road tax. Will do 40
miles to the gallon.
More photographs available on request.
Offers invited around £3500.
Click for larger image.
Contact Sarah Edgar, Chesterfield

top

For Sale:
SD Digital Memory card for digital camera
256 MB in size. Brand: Jessops. Will fit most of the Nikon and other digital cameras.
Used only once - £20 (brand new cost was £28)
Contact Muhammad Ali, Basingstoke or call 07944363850

top

For Sale:
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Home Computer Workstation

Approx 1200mm x 700mm deep. Sliding keyboard shelf. Will easily accommodate scanner, printer etc.
£30
Click for larger image.

Contact Colin McKenna, Basingstoke

top

For Sale:
Stainless Steel Double Oven Electric Cooker

600Wx600D. Delonghi ESS602 Top Oven /Grill Fan Oven. Ceramic Hob (4 hot plates incl. 1 halogen). Residual Heat
Indicators. Auto electronic timer (bottom oven). Bottom Fan Oven + Top Oven/Grill
£275 ono (BUYER COLLECTS)

White LG Frost-free Fridge Freezer

Fast Freeze, Auto Defrost, 4 freeze compartments, 2 fresh fruit/veg drawers (fridge), fresh meat drawer (fridge), 3 glass
shelves + door storage (only 4 years old)
£90 ono (BUYER COLLECTS)
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3 sets of Ikea Shelve

natural wood. 750Wx300Dx1700H
£15 each (BUYER COLLECTS)

Computer Desk

Pale wood laminate finish and gunmetal effect frame; pull-out keyboard & mouse shelves; integral CD storage on legs;
adjustable lower shelf and optional high shelf for printer/scanner etc. L1000xW600xH790 mm
Computer Chair (free if wanted)
£40 ono (BUYER COLLECTS)
For all above items contact Chris Beswick, Abingdon

top

Articles for Interchange
Articles should be submitted by close of business on Monday to Interchange@scottwilson.com
Articles must be no longer than 300 words and all pictures should be in JPEG or similar format. The contact, e-mail, and job title of the contributor should be submitted
with each article.
top
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IPO (Flotation) Update

Issue 56

from Geoff French, Group Chairman

10/02/2006

I am very pleased to be able to report that we remain firmly on course for IPO in early March this year.
The recent, overwhelming, acceptance of the changes to the Pension Schemes by 99% of the members means that the IPO can
proceed with significant funds being injected into the Pension Schemes thus helping to secure their future. There is now just the
small matter of convincing prospective investors that we offer an opportunity that they shouldn’t miss.

This Week's Headlines
IPO Update
Interco Trading

Ahead of the IPO we have strengthened our non executive team so that we now have three Non-Executive Directors.
PGS Document
Full Article
Highways Agency
St Johns Centre

Company News
IPO (Flotation) Update
I am very pleased to be able to report that we remain firmly on course for IPO in early March this year.
The recent, overwhelming, acceptance of the changes to the Pension Schemes by 99% of the members means that the IPO can proceed with significant funds being
injected into the Pension Schemes thus helping to secure their future. There is now just the small matter of convincing prospective investors that we offer an opportunity
that they shouldn’t miss.
It remains our intention to raise as much money as possible from the IPO consistent with maintaining a sensible share price and retaining a significant proportion of the
shares with the current shareholders.
Press articles, such as the one that appeared in the Sunday Times on 5 February 2005, are designed to improve our chances of achieving our desired result.
We won’t know how successful this process has been until Hugh, Ron, Stephen and I have made more than 40 separate presentations to prospective investors over a
two week period starting on 15 February 2006.
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We have been finalising the arrangements for the all employee share offer and more details on this will follow next week.
Ahead of the IPO we have strengthened our non executive team so that we now have three Non-Executive Directors:-

Pelham Allen

Many of you will already know Pelham. He has been an adviser to us since 1999 and a Non-Executive Director since 2002. He
works as an independent consultant helping organisations with strategic and management issues,. His previous positions
include Chairman and Chief Executive of Campari International plc.

Stuart Doughty

Chief Executive of Costain plc between 2001 and 2005 where he was responsible for implementing a new strategy to reestablish the group as a major international player in the construction sector. Stuart is hugely experienced in both construction
and engineering, having previously been Chairman of Kennedy Construction, Chief Executive of Hyder Consulting and having
held senior positions in Alfred McAlpine, Tarmac and John Laing.

James Newman

Previously Group Finance Director and then Deputy Chief Executive of Kelda Group plc, the FTSE 100 Holding Company for
Yorkshire Water and Director and later Chairman of the Waste Recycling Group. He is currently a Non-Executive Director of
Yorkshire and Humberside Partnership Investment Limited, Richmond Foods plc, Straight plc and Dignity plc. James is also a
Governor of Sheffield Hallam University.

Peter Bertram, who as some of you know was to have been a Non-Executive Director, has had to withdraw because of issues associated with the other companies with
which he is involved.
Contact Geoff French, Group Chairman
top

Inter Company Trading Procedures
The issue of inter company reconciliations and the lack thereof has been raised as a serious issue at the Group Closing Audit meetings and was also raised as a
Financial Control weakness by Deloittes. The numbers now are simply too large to ignore and could mean there is a material misstatement of our profits. The current
inter-company trading procedures have to change so that we address the reconciliation and agreement of inter-company balances every month and not just at period 6
and 12.
The new Policy detailed below has been ratified by the Group Audit Committee and is mandatory throughout the Group.
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1

Fundamental Principles

Reasons

1.1

The Creditor company must agree to the Debtor when preparing period
end Financial Statements.

Reduces period end differences on inter-company balances.

1.2

All unapproved invoices must be classified as inter-company and shown
in amounts due to Group companies. The double entry for this is:
Dr -- Other Creditors and accruals
Cr -- Amounts due to Group Companies

Normal Accounting Policy

1.3

No time or expense items may be recharged which are more than 60
days old unless you have the agreement of the receiving company.

Reduces late charges which cannot be billed to the client.

2

In order to enable this process to work:

2.1

Do not raise any inter-company invoices in the last week of the period,
unless the invoice amount has been agreed by e-mail by the receiving
company.

Reduces number of period end invoices in transit.

2.2

All inter company invoices issued in the last week must be e-mailed to
the receiving company by the Tuesday following the period end.

Enables all invoices to be registered by Finance.

2.2

Debtor companies must send period end statements to Creditor
companies by close of business two days after the period end (i.e. by
Tuesday afternoon).

Enables Creditor Companies to see what they have to accrue at
period end.

2.3

Pay all approved inter-company invoices irrespective of ageing, 1 week
before the end of the period, on the Friday in week 3 (in a 4 week
period) or on Friday in week 4 (in a 5 week period).

Eliminates period end problems with cash in transit.

2.4

Debtor company must issue a statement of account immediately after
matching the payment received.

Enables Creditor company to check statement and request
copies of any missing invoices.

2.5

Creditor company should quickly check statement and request copies of
any missing invoices on receipt of the statement.

Enables any missing invoices to be quickly identified.

2.6

Overseas Divisional Finance staff must ensure balances within their sub
consolidation agree before sending their results to Head Office.

It is easier to sort out differences locally rather than having to fix
them all in Head Office.
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2.7

Following input of the period end results a report will be issued for each
company showing the inter company balance differences for each
company in the Group.

3

Invoicing and Disputes

3.1

All invoices must be sent to the Finance Department to ensure they are
registered before being passed to the Project Manager.

Ensures invoices can be registered

3.2

All disputed items must be flagged to the respective Project Managers
and finance staff within 10 days after invoice date.

Disputes should be dealt with quickly so that they do not delay
or cause inaccurate client billing.

3.3

Disputes must be resolved within 30 days after date of the invoice. If it
has not been resolved by then Group Finance will decide.

Contact Euan Niven, Basingstoke

top

The New Planning Gain Supplement: Development Tax & Infrastructure
The UK Government has now published a consultative document on the introduction of a Planning Gain Supplement (PGS) as proposed by the Barker Report last year.
The broad thrust of the paper is to tax the increase in land value resulting from detailed planning consent. For developers this will in part replace the cost of section 106
obligations [under the Planning and Compensation Act 2004] but the UK Government has acknowledged that PGS will be more expensive and is a key part of the radical
shake up of the planning process which is planned in the next few years.
Overview
Given the UK Government's overall reform agenda and the added impetus of the Treasury being behind these proposals, it is ultimately likely to be landowners who will
end up paying the increased costs through lower prices paid by developers.
A full copy of the consultative document can be found on the attached link http://www.hm-treasury.gov.uk/pre_budget_report
Key Points of the PGS
●
●

●
●
●

PGS is intended to apply from 2008
The tax is to apply to the ‘planning gain’ which will mean the difference between the land value with full planning permission and the value of the land immediately
before the consent was granted.
Any Section 106 contributions and remediation costs would be taken into account.
The rate of tax has not been set but is intended to apply equally to residential and non-residential development.
The tax will only become payable once development is about to start
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●
●

●

●

●

The proposals do not identify who is liable to pay the tax but instead relies on a party - usually the developer - offering to pay.
It is intended to reduce the scope of planning obligations to those matters that relate specifically to the environment of the development site and affordable
housing.
Developers, as the likely taxpayers under PGS, will need to review how they structure developments and approach the planning process but they will definitely
pay more tax which inevitably will be passed on to landowners through lower prices.
Developers and local authorities will lose some of the useful flexibility to stagger financial contributions throughout the life of the development and lose some
certainty over the provision of some specific facilities, for example schools, which would previously have been covered by a section 106 agreement.
Since this tax will apply to residential development, there is concern it may run counter to the UK Government's objective of providing increased social and
affordable housing.

Contact Andrew Walters, Edinburgh

top

Projects & Disciplines
Highways Agency National Frameworks
Scott Wilson, in partnership with Mott MacDonald, Owen Williams and CIRIA, have been awarded two framework contracts with the Highways Agency (HA) - one for
research and development and one for technical consultancy. These will run until 2010 and provide underpinning support to the HA’s Safety, Standards & Research
Directorate (SSR).
The contracts will jointly rise to a value of approximately £26 million annually over the life of the frameworks; however the work will be spread between ourselves and
four other Supply Chains. A press release from the HA states:
Introduction of the frameworks is expected to bring a regular and planned flow of work to the supply chain enabling a closer and more effective partnership, greater
efficiency, fresh ideas and knowledge-sharing.
Ginny Clarke, chief highway engineer, said: "The two contracts, with the help of the roads industry, will be the major source of innovation in delivering better services
more quickly for English motorways and trunk roads.”
Robert Armitage, Divisional Director explains "We already have a strong relationship with Mott Macdonald, working together in Area 3. We agreed that Mott MacDonald
would lead the Technical Consultancy Framework, with Scott Wilson leading the R & D Framework due to our contacts with seeral research organisations. This provides
a great opportunity to diversify our services and raise our profile. Scott Wilson staff carry out some really innovative work, but we often don’t realise this, and forget to
sell our capabilities in this respect.”
Scott Wilson have an extended supply chain including seven major UK Universities and several research organisations, like BRE and BGS. We will also be working
closely with AMScott to deliver solutions targetted at HA’s new role as Network Operator.
Chris Jennison, Divisional CEO comments “The Highways Agency is one of our key clients, whether we work directly for the Agency or indirectly via a MAC or ECI
contract. It is strategically important that the HA recognises Scott Wilson’s ability to support their SSR Directorate, if we are to maintain our leading role in the design &
operation of the highway asset. Several major competitors such as Mouchel Parkman, Faber Maunsell, and Jacobs Babtie were not successful. However, winning the
Frameworks is only the first step; we must now maximise the work coming from the HA, and this will require support from both UK Central and UK South”.
The Project Directors for Scott Wilson will be Robert Armitage (R&D) and Bob Hunt (TC), with Alistair Hunter in Nottingham being the Contract Manager.
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Back to the Future, St. Johns Centre Liverpool
I am pleased to announce our appointment by Land Securities on yet another significant retail redevelopment proposal, this time in Liverpool. The transportation team in
Liverpool, led by Andy Voke and assisted by David Stoddart is currently part of a design team undertaking a feasibility
study for a proposed redevelopment of the St Johns Centre in Liverpool. The St Johns Centre is a retail shopping area
located in Liverpool City Centre and the feasibility study will also be looking at improvements to the adjacent Clayton
Square Shopping Centre, also owned by Land Securities, and at public realm improvements to the area immediately
surrounding the centre, including Williamson Square. As part of the master planning process, the area is to be re-branded
as The Squares and it is hoped that it will provide an improved and vibrant retail area for Liverpool.
The initial feasibility stage of the project is currently scheduled to be completed by the end of March 2006, following which
it is hoped that a detailed proposal will be developed and a full
planning application made. The Scott Wilson team will be
providing advice to the project design team on issues including
service yard and car park access and layout, potential interaction
with Mersey Tram, pedestrian accessibility to the centres,
interaction with adjacent development schemes and ultimately a
full Transport Assessment. Benoy are providing architectural input.
The project offers an exciting opportunity to be involved in high profile master planning in Liverpool as the city
approaches its 800th anniversary in 2007 and European Capital of Culture in 2008. The commission draws on
our development planning strengths and builds on our successful association with Land Securities, through
projects including Bankside 1,2,3, Bankside 4, Crawley Town Centre and the St David’s Centre in Cardiff. It also
continues Scott Wilson’s 40 year association with the St Johns Centre.
Contact Jamshid Soheili or Andy Voke for full details.

top

People
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Euan Niven
In order to assist me whilst I am heavily involved in the flotation Euan Niven has joined Scott Wilson Holdings as Interim Group Finance Director for the next three
months.
Euan will deputise for me in all matters excluding the flotation process and I would be grateful if you could copy him any communication that you have with me. You may
contact him on my direct line or on his mobile 07966 522 534.
Euan is a Chartered Accountant and has been an Interim FD/CFO for the last 10 years. He graduated in Civil Engineering whilst working for George Wimpey.
Contact Stephen Kimmett, Finance Director, Basingstoke

top

The profile of a Scott Wilson young graduate, Katerina Fytopoulou based in Newcastle's Structures Department,
will feature in the front cover of a working outdoors careers brochure.
The brochure is currently prepared by the Department of Education & Skills. It will be out in March and will be
distributed to all schools across the country. It aims to raise awareness about our roles as engineers, particularly
when occupied on-site.

top

Social and Community

Congratulations to Nauman and Faiza Fiaz on the birth of a baby girl on Monday 30 January at 11.31. Baby who is yet to
be named, weighed in at 3.286 kg

top
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Jobs

Central Division currently have the following new vacancies: ●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Principal Geotechnical Engineer, Nottingham (job ref. C547)
Principal Geotechnical Engineer, Manchester (job ref. C548)
Senior/Principal Geotechnical Engineer, Swindon (job ref. C549)
Senior/Principal Geotechnical Engineer, Birmingham (job ref. C550)
Senior Geotechnical Engineer, Liverpool (job ref C551)
Principal Geomorphologist, Chesterfield (job ref. C552)
Part-time Technical Assistant(Geotechnics and Bridges), Manchester (job ref. C553)
Principal Engineer (Structures), Liverpool (job ref. C555)
HR Administrator, Chesterfield (C556)

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Lisa Paxton, Chesterfield and quote the relevant reference number.

●
●

Civil Engineers, York - Ref: SWR55/56
Project Managers, York - Ref: SWR57

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Amanda Haines, Swindon and quote the relevant reference number.

Please ensure you have advised your current line manager before formally applying for any of the above positions. Applications should be sent to the relevant contact by
e-mail, quoting the Job Title shown, with a copy of your most recent CV, SW Grade/Salary and any additional information to support your application.

To view all jobs at Scott Wilson please visit the website www.scottwilson.com/jm/publish/ Please note that vacancies displayed on the website will not show internal
grade or division .
top

Buy and Sell
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Flat for rent in Caversham, Reading
A ground floor apartment located in a convenient position with Reading train station a short walk away. Accommodation comprises; lounge, kitchen, one double
bedroom, garden (with shed) and bathroom with shower. The rental is inclusive of all utility bills. Flat is available mid February.
If interested, please contact Tom Allen, London

top

A room to let in Basingstoke:
A double bedroom in a 3 bedroom house in Eastrop Lane.
5mins walking distance to the office!
Rent: £287 pcm
Contact Sheila Koohi, Basingstoke

top

For Sale
Brand New 2.5” Caddy/Enclosure with hard drive:
Please see attached for details.
Contact Kian Leong Soon, Swindon

top

For Sale
Various items
Please see attached for details.
Contact Alex Duggan, Basingstoke
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Articles for Interchange
Articles should be submitted by close of business on Monday to Interchange@scottwilson.com
Articles must be no longer than 300 words and all pictures should be in JPEG or similar format. The contact, e-mail, and job title of the contributor should be submitted
with each article.
top
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Buy & Sell

Major Project Association Younger Stars Seminar

Issue 57

The MPA runs a series of events throughout the year and staff from member companies can attend these free of charge.

17/02/2006

The Younger Stars Seminar was held at Oxford University’s Templeton College and led by Dr Martin Barnes, the MPA’s Executive
Director. Some 24 delegates attended from various member companies.

This Week's Headlines

The objective of the seminar was to analyse the key issues affecting major projects - management issues, business issues and
people issues and it was satisfying to note that Pavement Engineering is already implementing some of the solutions suggested at
the Seminar
Full Article

Interco Procedures
MPA Younger Stars
Fun Event Planned

Company News
Inter Company Trading Procedures
New procedures covering charging other group companies have been published. This affects Project Managers and Finance staff.
In summary:
●
●
●

These procedures are to be used throughout the Group.
They are effective immediately.
They are necessary to ensure that the Group recognises both the sale and the cost of inter group transactions in the same Accounting Period.

Project Managers should be aware that:
●

No time or expense items may be recharged which are more than 60 days old unless you have the agreement of the receiving (Purchasing) company

Finance and Project staff should be aware that:
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●

The Purchasing company must agree to the Selling company when preparing period end Financial Statements

For further information please go to this link in Unite.
Contact Euan Niven, Basingstoke
top

Major Project Association Younger Stars Seminar
In January 2006, I attended the Major Project Association’s two-day Younger Stars Seminar at Oxford University.
The MPA runs a series of events throughout the year and staff from member companies can attend these free of charge. This year, they include titles such as: How
Organisations Can Make Better Use Of Academic Input To Developing Their Activities, Managing Changes in Projects, The UK’s Biggest Project – The Olympic Games
and Regeneration of East London.
The Younger Stars Seminar
The seminar was held at Oxford University’s Templeton College and led by Dr Martin Barnes, the MPA’s Executive Director. Some 24 delegates attended from member
companies including:
Consultants: Halcrow, Atkins, Mott MacDonald
Contractors: Balfour Beatty, Morgan Est, Laing Rail Projects
Clients: Crossrail, TFL, DOT
Defence & Aerospace: Rolls-Royce, Lockheed Martin, BAE Systems
Solicitors: Linklaters, Shadbolt & Co.
The objective of the seminar was to analyse the key issues affecting major projects - management issues, business issues and people issues.
For each of these issues, the attendees were split into different groups of six to identify two problems relating to that issue. We then spent around an hour and a half
devising innovative solutions to the problems. Later, we discussed these solutions with the whole group. The preferred four solutions from each session were picked for
review at the end of the course. We were asked to decide if these decisions were “Pie in the Sky”, “Can Do” or something we could “Start on Monday”. Of the 12
suggestions, only two were thought to be “Pie in the Sky”, with most solutions considered to be realistic options for the companies represented by the group.
It was satisfying to note that Pavement Engineering is already implementing some of the solutions suggested at the Seminar. As the business has grown over the years,
we have been faced with the same issues and it was fascinating to hear the views of our peers in the Industry on how best to deal with them.
Guest Speaker Professor Keith Grint, Professor of Leadership from the University of Lancaster, gave a very interesting presentation about the qualities of a leader and
tools that can be used to help lead people, which led to some lively debate.
I would not hesitate to recommend these MPA seminars to Scott Wilson colleagues. The Younger Stars Seminar was an excellent way to build confidence in marshalling
my opinions and presenting them to a peer group. It gave me a better understanding of other organisations involved with major projects and allowed me to build a
network of contacts from other organisations and to make a few friends.
A full program of events can be found on the MPA website.
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Contact Simon Middleton, Senior Railway Engineer, Scott Wilson Pavement Engineering

top

Projects & Disciplines
No news this week
top

People

Congratulations to Joanna Cornfield, Assistant Ecologist and Neil Stephenson, Associate and Head of
Environment for the Leeds Office have recently become chartered through the Society of Environment.
We would all like to congratulate Joanna and Neil in their efforts towards achieving this.

top

Amy Good, a receptionist at the Leeds Office who has been with Scott Wilson for 6 years, has decided to leave the company to

enable her to be a full time mother to her daughter Olivia. Amy will be sadly missed, as she has been a longstanding member
of the Leeds Team. We wish Amy all the best of luck with her future and hope she enjoys being a full time mother, and would
like to take this opportunity to thank Amy for her hard work and efforts over the last six years.

top

Social and Community
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Cricket and Skittle Fun Event
Scott Wilson South, on behalf of all Scott Wilson are arranging the 2nd cricket and skittles social evening on Thursday 4th
May at the Dummer Indoor Cricket Centre near Basingstoke and would like to invite teams from across Scott Wilson to
come and join in the fun.

We have hired the whole venue for Scott Wilson’s exclusive use from 7pm. Everyone attending the event must work for
Scott Wilson and you cannot be in more than one team.
If you would like to take part please organise yourselves into teams of 6, nominate a team organiser and let Gill Smith know the event the team wishes to enter, name of
team, team organiser’s name and who is in the team. If you do not have enough people for a team or extra people we will try to put you in contact with others to form
more teams. We are trying to arrange transportation to and from Scott House and the Basingstoke train station.
Contact Gill Smith, Basingstoke

top

Jobs

International Division are currently looking for the following:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Assistant Electrical Engineer, Bristol - ref: ID/06/PO/10
Principal Mechanical Engineer, Bristol - ref: ID/06/PO/09
Project Engineer (Mechanical), Bristol - ref: ID/06/PO/08
Assistant Mechanical Engineer, Bristol - re: ID/06/PO/07
Project Engineer (Electrical), Bristol - ref: ID/06/PO/06
Principal Electrical Engineer, Bristol - ref: ID/06/PO/05
Project Engineer (Civil), Bristol - ref: ID/06/PO/11

If you are interested in any of the above vacancies please contact Jo Webb quoting the relevant reference number

●
●
●

Civil Engineer, Multi-Function Consultancy, Scott Wilson Railways - Glasgow Office Ref: SWR60
Bridge Engineer (Senior Engineer), Multi-Function Consultancy, Scott Wilson Railways -Glasgow Office Ref: SWR61
Bridge Engineer (Senior Assistant Engineer) Multi-Function ConsultancyScott Wilson Railways - Glasgow Office Ref: SWR59
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If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Amanda Haines, Swindon and quote the relevant reference number.

Scott Wilson are establishing a Joint Venture with an academic partner in the field of hydrogeological consultancy. There is a possibility that related consultancy in
drainage catchment studies will be a secondary area of interest. We require a Business Manager, with both technical and commercial skills, who will create new
business through the transfer of research into practice.
The candidate should be qualified to at least MSc /MEng and have several years consultancy experience. The ideal candidate would have a background in
hydrogeology, contaminated land or environmental & earth science. They must understand the services being marketed and how projects are delivered in the sector.
They will take up the challenge of developing and implementing the business plan for this venture.
Initially it is anticipated that the role would be on a part-time basis occupying 50% of the candidate’s time, the balance being reserved for existing and anticipated future
commitments for the candidate’s current MOU. Success would result in the role becoming full time, and the management of a specialised team supported, by the
diversity of Group resources, to deliver projects for clients. The successful candidate will be located in Central Division.
Staff who wish to express an interest in being considered for this post should contact David Cragg initially, (tel. 01246 244538 ) having first established their availability
with their MOU leader.

Please ensure you have advised your current line manager before formally applying for any of the above positions. Applications should be sent to the relevant contact by
e-mail, quoting the Job Title shown, with a copy of your most recent CV, SW Grade/Salary and any additional information to support your application.

To view all jobs at Scott Wilson please visit the website www.scottwilson.com/jm/publish/ Please note that vacancies displayed on the website will not show internal
grade or division .
top

Buy and Sell
For Sale
Terraced House in Chesterfield. 2 double bedrooms, newly redecorated, town end of Derby Road, within 5 to 10 minutes walk of town centre. Off road parking for two
vehicles.
£85,000. Will also consider renting.
Contact: Richard Hein, Mansfield Office (Tel: 01623 600 660)

top

For Rent
4 bedroom villa with pool in Florida, situated within 15-20 minutes drive from theme parks.
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For golfers there are prestigious courses including Highlands Reserve, Champions Gate and Reunion literally on the doorstep, with many more a short drive away. The
villa was built in 2005 and is furnished and equipped to the highest standard. With four bedrooms and three bathrooms it will comfortably accommodate eight people but
can take ten by using the sofa bed in the lounge.

Click images for larger versions.
For further details or to make a booking please contact Malcolm Gordon, SWR, Glasgow Tel: 01786 811515

top

For Sale
Caddy with hard drive, notebook, tft monitors
Please see attached for details.
Contact Kian Leong Soon, Swindon

top

Articles for Interchange
Articles should be submitted by close of business on Monday to Interchange@scottwilson.com
Articles must be no longer than 300 words and all pictures should be in JPEG or similar format. The contact, e-mail, and job title of the contributor should be submitted
with each article.
top
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Buy & Sell

The Living Rainforest - Human Impact Project nearing completion

Issue 58

In anticipation of the grand opening on 21 March 2006, NCE journalist Dave Parker
visited The Living Rainforest at Hampstead Norreys, nr Newbury, Berkshire last
week to report on the developments of the Human Impact Project.

24/02/2006

Under the LIFE –Environment Programme 2005 the European Union has awarded
The Living Rainforest over £1.5m to transform the Berkshire attraction into one of
Europe’s greenest greenhouses. It is anticipated that Scott Wilson will play a
prominent part in this next phase.

The Living Rainforest

Full Article

Request for CVs

Company News

No news this week
top

Projects & Disciplines
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Congratulations
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The Living Rainforest - Human Impact Project nearing completion
In anticipation of the grand opening on 21 March 2006, NCE journalist Dave Parker visited The Living Rainforest at Hampstead Norreys, nr Newbury, Berkshire last
week to report on the developments of the Human Impact Project. Graham Burgess, Trustee and David Baird from the Millennium Commission accompanied the visit
that was organised by Mark Lewis, who is heading up our project management team.
Dave was impressed by the project that will further educate visitors and allow them to explore the impact they have
on rainforests and other threatened ecosystems and what this means for science, technology and society. It will also
make The Living Rainforest's operations more sustainable and provide exciting new exhibits inside the rainforest
glasshouses. Whilst he was there he saw many school children visiting the glasshouses to see primates and
butterflies in a ‘natural’ habitat.

Old glasshouses have been replaced, but the glass from them has been recycled as have the handmade clay bricks that formed the dwarf walls. The mortar used in the
new construction includes recycled glass aggregates. Excavated soil has been kept on site for landscaping and to avoid transport and tipping. The new timber building
draws on sustainable forest sources and teams used to working with this natural material. A timber floor is installed to minimise the use of concrete and the floor
covering is made from recycled tyres. Blockwork is made from selected recycled waste materials. The building is insulated using recycled newspaper and is naturally
ventilated using wind catchers. The main source of heating for the site will be woodchip burned in an efficient sustainable boiler. All this will be on open display to the
public. The sun’s rays help demonstration coppice plants to grow but in addition photovoltaic panels will provide electrical energy. Even the colourful new worktops in the
animal husbandry department are made from recycled plastic bottles.
When the new Human Impact Project is complete it is expected that the current 75,000 visitors per annum will rise to 85,000.
Under the LIFE –Environment Programme 2005 the European Union has awarded The Living Rainforest over £1.5m to transform the Berkshire attraction into one of
Europe’s greenest greenhouses. It is anticipated that Scott Wilson will play a prominent part in this next phase.
Further information on www.thelivingrainforest.org.uk
Contact Caroline Sutton, Basingstoke
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People
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Congratulations to Megan Hooper, Graduate Environmental Specialist of the Leeds Office, who has recently been made a
member of the Institute of Environmental Management and Assessment (IEMA).
Well done Megan.

top

Kirsty Stocks, Environmental Specialist of the Leeds Office has recently become chartered through the Society of Environment.

We would all like to congratulate Kirsty in her efforts towards achieving this

top

The Planning and Environment Team in Basingstoke has an ever-expanding workload and have recently recruited Eva
Policarpo to join them, where she will be working in Environmental Impact Assessment and Strategic Environmental
Assessment.
After graduating from the University of Plymouth with a First Class Honours degree in Environmental Science, Eva taught
Environmental Education in England and India. She speaks Portuguese, French and Spanish.

top

Valeria Crowder, MSc BSc has joined Scott Wilson's Environment and Planning Team based in Abingdon, where she specialises in
Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) and Sustainability Appraisals (SA). Currently she's working on South Kesteven District Council
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SA/SEA. Just prior to joining Scott Wilson Val developed the Environmental Management System (EMS) for Earthwatch Institute (Europe).

Valeria, who is originally from Argentina, has worked across the world on a variety of projects including research for the BBCs Natural History Programmes, research
and reintroduction programmes for birds of prey, outdoor education, written press articles on environmental issues for national publications, worked with educational
establishment to help them obtain "Green Flag" status, and has even interview Maradona!
The teams at Basingstoke and Abingdon are delighted to have Val on board and look forward to working with her.

top

We would like to wish Richard Huteson, Principal Planner, and James Podesta, Assistant Planner of the Leeds Office the best of luck with their new jobs and for the
future, and would like to take this opportunity to thank both Richard and James for their hard work and efforts whilst at Scott Wilson.

top

Social and Community

Best wishes on becoming a Grandfather to Tony Collie, from all at the Abingdon office.
The baby girl is called 'Seren Marie Collie' and weighed 7lb 8oz.

top

Jobs
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Request for CVs
We are looking to get a foothold in the nuclear decommissioning sector which is gathering momentum in the UK at present. We would like to pull together CVs of all SW
staff who have nuclear and nuclear related project experience.
Please e-mail the CVs to Simon Windsor , Project Management by Friday 3 March.

International Division are currently looking for the following:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Maritime Engineers x 2 - Plymouth Office. Grade 2.3/3.1. Vacancy Reference Number UKS202/06.
Risk Specialist - Plymouth Office. Grade 3.1. Vacancy Reference Number UKS204/06.
Several Technical Expert Staff to be placed in various offices across the country. Vacancy Reference Number UKS205/06.
Graduate Archaeological Consultant - Leeds/ Peterborough or London Offices. Grade 1.2. Vacancy Reference Number UKS207/06.
Hydrologist - Leeds Office. Grade 3.1/3.2. Vacancy Reference Number UKS211/06
Consultant Water Scientist - Leeds Office. Grade 3.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS210/06.
Safety, Quality and Environmental Manager - Basingstoke Office. Vacancy Reference Number UKS212/06.

If you are interested in any of the above vacancies please contact Ruth Eskdale, Basingstoke and quote the relevant reference number.

Please ensure you have advised your current line manager before formally applying for any of the above positions. Applications should be sent to the relevant contact by
e-mail, quoting the Job Title shown, with a copy of your most recent CV, SW Grade/Salary and any additional information to support your application.

To view all jobs at Scott Wilson please visit the website www.scottwilson.com/jm/publish/ Please note that vacancies displayed on the website will not show internal
grade or division .
top

Buy and Sell
For Sale:
Ford Puma,

R Reg (1997), 1.7i 16V.
Metallic Panther Black
77,000 Miles
Fantastic Condition.
Air Conditioning
Electric Windows & Mirrors
CD Player
Height Adjustable Drivers Seat
White Dials.
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Full Service History
Taxed till November 2006
MOT due April 2006.
£2995 o.n.o

Contact Steven Wilson at Mansfield (AMScott) on 01623 676685 or Mobile 07767261652

top

For Sale:
Caddy with hard drive, notebook, tft monitors
Please see attached for details.
Contact Kian Leong Soon, Swindon

top

For Sale:
Standard double bed, practically brand new, including mattress.

Delivery possible within Basingstoke.
£50 ono
For more information contact Sam Stanley, Basingstoke

top
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Ski Apartment Available to Rent
– mid-week to mid-week rental if required: just £270.
The apartment is in Bansko, Bulgaria – the best up and coming ski resort. This beautiful town has 120 cultural monuments,
museums and impressive buildings. The town is surrounded by the Pirin, Rila and the Rhodopa mountains, with ski season from
mid December to mid April. Current snow conditions are excellent. All lifts/ equipment are new as the town has been subject to
multi-million pound investment over the past couple of years.

The is a one year old 1-bedroomed self catering apartment which sleeps 4 (2+2) with good facilities – full oven, fridge-freezer, microwave, TV with international
channels, wireless internet connection, stereo.
Internal photos, and photos of the resort are available on request. There are some weeks in March and April available for skiing – cheap flights are available with Whizz
Air (from £70 pp return), or more expensive from Bulgaria Air (about £150 pp return).
Eating and drinking out is very cheap!
All rentals outside ski season are just £200.
Contact Diane Harrower, Nottingham

top

Articles for Interchange
Articles should be submitted by close of business on Monday to Interchange@scottwilson.com
Articles must be no longer than 300 words and all pictures should be in JPEG or similar format. The contact, e-mail, and job title of the contributor should be submitted
with each article.
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Flotation Press Releases

Issue 59

Progress on the flotation continues with the Main Board’s gruelling schedule of 56 presentations to 76 institutional investors over a
10 day period. In between these sessions, Geoff French and others have been giving interviews to a wide variety of national press
and trade publications.

03/03/2006

We have reached a critical stage in the flotation process, the presentations to institutional investors have gone well and we expect
that that our share price on flotation will be higher than we originally anticipated at £1.58 and we are still on schedule for formal
listing on or around 15 March.

Flotation Press Releases

Full Article

This Week's Headlines

SW Open Day
ArcIMS
Renewables
Alan Campbell

Company News
Flotation Press Releases
Progress on the flotation continues with the Main Board’s gruelling schedule of 56 presentations to 76 institutional investors over a 10 day period. In between these
sessions, Geoff French and others have been giving interviews to a wide variety of national press and trade publications.
There have been a number of issued raised by the resulting articles that have been published and you have already seen the material that has been made available to
all the editors, which is still available on Unite. As with all press articles, editors and journalists select what they want to print to fit the particular emphasis they want to
portray to their readers and this may not always reflect the complete or accurate picture of the situation. However, this is inevitable and we urge you to consider these
articles in this context.
We have reached a critical stage in the flotation process, the presentations to institutional investors have gone well and we expect that that our share price on flotation
will be higher than we originally anticipated at £1.58 and we are still on schedule for formal listing on or around 15 March. Frantic work continues in the background to
ensure that the necessary frameworks and processes are in place to meet this deadline, including the finalisation of the All Employee Share Option Scheme and the UK
Sharesave Programme. An article outlining the key elements of these programmes will be published later next week in Exchange, with more detailed communication to
follow.
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Many of you have been asking how you can buy shares in Scott Wilson post flotation. We are currently finalising an Employee Dealing Facility via our brokers. It is
anticipated that this service will be available at the end of next week, based on zero commission for transactions up until the end of April. Details of this service and how
to access it will be available on Unite towards the end of next week.
Contact Georgina Corbett, Group HR Director

top

Scott Wilson Open Day Recruitment Event
The ultra modern Victoria Park Plaza Hotel in London played host to Scott Wilson on 9 February for the Open Day Recruitment Event for what can only be described as
a wholly successful event; no less than 65 people came through the doors in addition to the nearly 100 people who expressed interest but could not attend.
The four-hour event was organised by the UK South Transport and Infrastructure team with the co-operation of Scott
Wilson HR and Fusion People Recruitment Agency. The attention to detail on the pre-event advertising was key to the
success and the controversial decision to advertise in full colour in the Evening Standard and TNT but not NCE, looks to
have paid off. The members of IHT and ICE were targeted in a direct full colour e-mail shot and the Fusion People
candidate database was comprehensively interrogated. Additionally, the Heads of Departments of MSc courses in London
were contacted and provided with information to distribute to interested pupils. Various websites such as Careers in
Construction, Monsterjobs.com and Just Engineers were also used to gain additional publicity for the Open Day.
“We are really pleased with the amount of footfall generated and the quality of people that came through the door”, said
John Orchard, Director of Transportation and Infrastructure for UK South Division. “The number of potential employees far
exceeded our expectations and we’re looking forward to being able to talk more in-depth to those that came on the night,
as well as those that could not attend. It was a fantastic evening and well worth all the effort that went into making it a huge success.”
In addition to interviews with Scott Wilson and Fusion People representatives, hopefuls were able to mingle with each other and enjoy a relaxed atmosphere with light
refreshments being served throughout. Whilst waiting, each person was able to browse through company brochures while watching a fly through of the Victoria Station
Underground project playing on a 42” plasma screen TV.
Although the event was Transport and Infrastructure led, a number of disciplines were represented and interviews given to candidates from a number of backgrounds
including planners, rail specialists, environmental, transportation and civil & structural engineers. Scott Wilson HR are in the process of matching candidates with the
appropriate offices for second interviews and at least 25 candidates are expected to be invited to attend. It is the intention that placements will be made by the end of
February.
If you have any questions or comments regarding the Scott Wilson Open Day Recruitment Event, please contact Ingrid Shardlow or Nicola Baker

top

Projects & Disciplines
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ArcIMS – Delivering web based GIS applications
The Basingstoke Information Systems has recently invested in ESRIs web based GIS software ArcIMS.
ArcIMS provides Scott Wilson with a solution for delivering dynamic maps, GIS data and services via the Web. ArcIMS provides data access and simple, focused
applications to users through a web browser via the Scott Wilson Intranet, Unite. The facility will allow data to be viewed and shared by project teams in different offices
and disciplines across the company without the need for specialist software.
The ArcIMS applications are focused on data sharing and project management. The intended uses of the data can vary from user to user and project to project. GIS
users across Scott Wilson will be able to access standardised templates and shared datasets such as the licensed Company OS data.
ArcIMS services are currently being developed and will soon be accessible to a wide range of clients both internally and externally using custom web applications, the
ArcGIS Desktop, mobile and wireless devices
Link to the Scott Wilson ArcIMS Services to see examples of projects utilising this facility using the following link or through the links page on Unite. http://saxton-ba/
website/

If you have any questions relating to the use of ArcIMS or would like to know more about how it can be used for projects please contact Katrina Haase or Steve
Buckland in the Basingstoke Information Systems Department

top

Renewables Obligation Order 2006
The Renewables Obligation Order 2006 will replace the Renewables Obligation Order 2005 with effect from 1 April 2006. The provisions of the 2006 Order, which are
broadly similar to those of the 2005 Order, require all licensed electricity suppliers to provide evidence (through the presentation of Renewables Obligation Certificates,
also known as ROCs, or their Scottish or Northern Irish equivalents) that a specified and growing proportion of the electricity they supply (currently 5.5%) has been
generated from renewable sources.
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The 2006 Order introduces provisions relating to the calculation of eligibility for ROCs of electricity generated by combined heat and power generating stations fuelled
wholly or partly by waste. It also introduces a preliminary accreditation procedure for generating stations that have not yet been commissioned, under which they can be
accredited as being capable of generating electricity from renewable sources.
The procedure Ofgem currently has to follow in issuing ROCs has also been modified by the 2006 Order to make it more flexible, so that, when calculating the number of
ROCs to which a generating station is entitled, Ofgem now has some discretion in deciding whether to accept revisions made to the data used after the relevant deadline.
The full text of the 2006 Order can be viewed at:- www.opsi.gov.uk/si/si2006/draft/20063970.htm
Contact Andrew Walters, Edinburgh

top

People
Alan Campbell is promoted to Level 5
Another Scottish Director!
From Jerome Munro-Lafon, CEO UK South
I am pleased to announce that Alan Campbell has been promoted to become a Level 5 Director of Scott Wilson from January 2006.
Alan has been part of the Airports Team in Basingstoke for the last 5 years.

Alan has a great understanding of the airports and airfield sector with experience in the commercial and military sides of the business. His career includes employment
with Strathclyde Regional Council, Travers Morgan, Orkney Islands Council, Symonds, Babtie and a previous spell with SW in Glasgow in the early 90s. Using his
experience on MOD projects he has developed significant skills in contract development and project management.
He has been involved in a diverse range of projects from secondment into BAA and dispute resolution in various locations to the renovation of Kabul International Airport
(the tee-shirt saying he survived is worn proudly).
Alan’s role going forward will be to direct and manage the Airports Group and grow the airports business including the liaison with the Regional Offices around the world
where skill bases are developed. As ever, he will also continue to assist in the campaign to protect Scott Wilson’s Professional Indemnity Insurance.
As current holder of the ‘The Measor’, Alan keeps up the proud tradition of Airport Directors’ golf playing prowess, almost a requirement down the years.
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Alan says “I am really looking forward to the challenge of keeping SW at the forefront of the Airport sector. The Airports business has always been a major part of our
business and we have a portfolio of work stretching back to the early days of Scott Wilson and the early days of Airport Development. Over the past few years the air
travel business has been buoyant with more people travelling by air as it becomes more affordable. Access to travel by air is also increasing to more parts of the world
as the economic climate in major population centres increases. The growth of our business is an exciting prospect”.
With Alan in the pilot’s seat we are looking forward to reaching even greater heights.

top

Congratulations to John Turner, Health and Safety Consultant, Matlock on passing his NEBOSH Diploma part two in Occupational Safety and Health.
Well done from all of us at Matlock Health and Safety.

top

Nick Bryan joined Resource and Environment Group (REG) during February. The group provides services associated with sustainable resource
use and environmental management to clients such as Standard Chartered Bank, the Business Council for Sustainable Development and Waste
and Resources Action Programme (WRAP).

Based in Peterborough, Nick will primarily be supporting the delivery of the National Industrial Symbiosis programme in East of England. Prior to joining Scott Wilson,
Nick was the Environmental Manager of a large waste management company and prior to that spent six years as the national environmental co-ordinator running the
environmental work for the distribution side of Ikea. Nick’s responsibilities included: waste, energy reduction, training and education, and consideration of environmental
issues in new buildings such as the large distribution centre at Peterborough.

top

Social and Community
No news this week.

top
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Jobs
Central Division currently have the following new vacancies: ●
●
●
●

Traffic Signal Design Engineer/Technician - Matlock (ref. code C557)
Traffic Sign Design Engineer/Technician - Matlock (ref. code C558)
Senior/Principal Planner - Planning & Regeneration, Manchester (C559)
Assistant Engineer - Infrastructure, Manchester (C660)

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Kate Kirby, Chesterfield and quote the relevant reference number.

Please ensure you have advised your current line manager before formally applying for any of the above positions. Applications should be sent to the relevant contact by
e-mail, quoting the Job Title shown, with a copy of your most recent CV, SW Grade/Salary and any additional information to support your application.

To view all jobs at Scott Wilson please visit the website www.scottwilson.com/jm/publish/ Please note that vacancies displayed on the website will not show internal
grade or division .
top

Buy and Sell
Wanted
I am looking for a single/double bedroom to rent in a house in Basingstoke, preferably located close to the office. Can move in on/from 9th March.

Contact Anshul Sudan, Basingstoke

top

For Sale
Peugeot 306 2.0 HDi (turbo diesel) Meridian 5 Door Hatchback.
2000 X-reg. 54,000 miles. Diablo pearl red. Half leather seats, semi-auto climate A/C, rain sensor wipers, CD, front/rear electric widows, alloys, FSH, MOT Sept 06, Tax
end Dec 06. 2 owners. £3,995
Please contact Jason Lewis, Ashford for photos and further information.

top
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Ford Puma For Sale
Click here for further details

top

Villa in Florida For Rent
Click here for further details

top

Mahogany Items For Sale
Click here for further details

top

Articles for Interchange
Articles should be submitted by close of business on Monday to Interchange@scottwilson.com
Articles must be no longer than 300 words and all pictures should be in JPEG or similar format. The contact, e-mail, and job title of the contributor should be submitted
with each article.
top
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Tourism Investment Strategy for the East Midlands

Issue 60

The Abingdon-based Tourism and Leisure team have been appointed by East Midlands Tourism, part of the East Midlands
Development Agency (emda), to prepare a new investment orientated development strategy for the region’s tourism sector.

10/03/2006

With resources ranging from the Peak District to the Lincolnshire coast, and focused around the cities of Leicester, Derby and
Nottingham, the regional tourism agency is seeking guidance on the investment required to match the vision to become one of the
Top 20 European Regions by 2010.
Full Article

This Week's Headlines
Assimilate
Tilford Bridge
Sign of Success
Recycled Requirements
East Midlands Tourism

Company News
Assimilate increases profits and client feedback scores - big bonuses for Project Managers!
This article describes improvements to our Financial Management System (Progression) in particular the rollout of a new tool called Assimilate (a web based front end to
Progression) - what it is, what it does and how you can use it.
Here are a couple of example screen shots of Assimilate:
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Click for larger image.

Click for larger image.
Please read the detail on UNITE. It will be very useful to understand how Assimilate sits within a bigger environment.
Overview of Assimilate
Assimilate is a web based front end to Progression, which provides quick and easy access to project data by clicking tabs on a dashboard style interface. It has been
designed in the same style as UNITE to help promote a consistent corporate image.
Benefits of Assimilate
●
●
●
●

Makes life easier by convenient access and ease of use – just like the internet
Help us provide a better service to clients through better cost control and reporting (a common complaint on client feedback forms)
Improved cash flow through timely and accurate invoicing
Improved profitability through better project control

We Need Your Help
There is a lot we can do to improve the look and functionality of Assimilate. In order for us to make improvements, we need to understand your needs (as end users).
We would therefore like you to provide feedback.
We recognise that the needs (and functionality) will be different for each user group. To avoid duplication of effort, we have included on UNITE some guidance on what
we would like each user group to focus on as part of providing feedback. Click here
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Demonstrations
An animated demonstration / user guide will be launched on UNITE at the beginning of March 2006 – we will inform you all by e-mail when it is available.
A programme of half hour demonstrations will also be scheduled for mid to end March 2006 at several offices.
To ensure that staff get the most out of the demonstrations, we are proposing no more than 15 attendees per session. We propose to visit a number of main
locations to begin with, subject to demand.
Users who wish to attend should first consult their Line Manager and contact Dan Martin to reserve a place.

top

Projects & Disciplines
Tilford New Bridge Design
Scott Wilson Bridges team in Basingstoke carried out the sympathetic design of a new 3-span integral bridge adjacent to a 13th Century bridge of ancient monument
listing. The sensitive location, environmental issues and constricted rural site posed a real challenge to the design (Scott Wilson) and construction (Mowlem) partners.
The bridge was opened to much acclaim by the local community and Scott Wilson Bridges team was
very proud to be part of the project that was very special for the local community and historic for Tilford
in many ways.
Tilford New Bridge and Tilford West Bridge are parallel bridges to the north west of Tilford Village in
Surrey. Tilford New Bridge replaced Tilford Semi-Permanent Bridge, which was built to carry tanks in
1941 by the 55th Division of the Royal Engineers under the command of the Canadian Army. Tilford
West Bridge also has a colourful history, having been built in the mid 13th Century by the monks of
Waverley Abbey and it is a Scheduled Ancient Monument.
The semi-permanent bridge will be retaining its place in history through the presence of a monument
between the two bridges containing part of a pier from the original bridge bearing the inscription '55 Div
RE 1941'. The monument will in due course also bear a plaque commemorating the original bridge with
the 55th Division’s emblem together with the Surrey County Council logo.
This project was nominated for an ICE award in November 2005.
Click here to read this article in full.
Contact Inna Gorbenko, Basingstoke

top
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Copnor Bridge Opens Early Bridges Resource Group, Basingstoke Team
Following the successful demolition and replacement of Copnor Bridge in November 2006, the associated
highway works have progressed at a rate of knots. So much so that the road has been opened four weeks ahead
of programme and well within budget.
Portsmouth City Council officials are delighted that this project has been a success and has also received very
positive press coverage. Scott Wilson played a key role which is well recognised and appreciated by the City
Council.
Martin Lavers has spent the last 12 months as Project Manager seconded to Portsmouth and will be returning to
Basingstoke at the end of April this year.
top

Meeting Requirements for Recycled Content in Construction
Did you know that:
●

●
●
●

The Sustainable Buildings Task Group has recommended that Building Regulations include a requirement that at least 10% of the value of all the materials used
are derived from recycled content?
Glasgow City Council is implementing this target on all their major construction projects?
Defra is aiming to implement this target for all the waste infrastructure projects they fund?
Bristol City Council is implementing this requirement in their school construction projects?

If you are not thinking how to design-in recycled content now, you are missing a competitive advantage and failing to recognise that you will need these skills to win work
in the future. WRAP (the Waste & Resources Action Programme) has developed a free, on-line toolkit to help designers and contractors deliver increased recycled
content.

Click for larger image.
Scott Wilson has been commissioned to deliver training to clients, consultants and contractors across the UK on this ‘Recycled Content Toolkit’. This includes making
presentations to our competitors, such as White Young Green and Atkins.
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The Scott Wilson Training Team is hoping to host two training seminars for Scott Wilson. The training will teach you to use the toolkit and enable you to disseminate it
across your teams. These sessions are limited to 12 delegates per session, and are open to one or two delegates per team. Held in a morning or an afternoon, the
course is allocated 3.5 hours of CPD.
If you are interested in attending, or as acting as a co-ordinator, please contact Rebecca Hooper, Principal Materials Engineer, Nottingham
top

Tourism Investment Strategy for the East Midlands - Issues from the Olympics to Eurostar
The Abingdon-based Tourism and Leisure team have been appointed by East Midlands Tourism, part of the East Midlands Development Agency (emda), to prepare a
new investment orientated development strategy for the region’s tourism sector.
The development agency has ambitious plans for the regional economy generally, to raise its profile in the UK and international markets, and leisure and business
tourism are seen as having a major role in this. With resources ranging from the Peak District to the Lincolnshire coast, and focused around the cities of Leicester, Derby
and Nottingham, the regional tourism agency is seeking guidance on the investment required to match the vision to become one of the Top 20 European Regions by
2010. The strategy will assess the need for tourist facilities (such as new or upgraded accommodation, visitor attractions or conference facilities), to increase capacity
and/or raise standards. The work will also consider the necessary transport infrastructure that an expanding tourism sector will require.
In particular the strategy will examine the impact on the East Midlands of the opening of Eurostar services from St Pancras by 2007 and the holding of the London 2012
Olympics.
Barry Woodfin, Senior Tourism Consultant, recently completed a successful economic impact study for emda on a major resort and casino development in north
Derbyshire (in conjunction with Constanza Movsichoff from the Business Consulting team), and led the bid which will hopefully place Scott Wilson at the forefront for
competing for other such studies, particularly in the lead up to the 2012 Olympics.
Contact Malcolm George or Barry Woodfin, Abingdon for further details.
top

People

Staff in the Birmingham Railway office are delighted to be able to say “EVINIZE TEKRAR HOSGELDINIZ” this week with the return
of one of their Senior Assistant Engineers, Okan Orhon. “Welcome Home”, to everyone who does not speak Turkish.

Okan moved on to pastures new last October and he returns to us with more good news of his own - the birth of his little daughter. Her name is Olivia and she was born
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on 11th February and weighed in at 8lb 14oz. Congratulations to both Okan and Lisa.

top

We also welcome the arrival of three new Junior CAD Technicians: Liam Burke, Paul Draper and Richard Ward, respectively.
Within hours of arrival in the Birmingham office the ‘guys’ were packed off to Manchester to take part in a week’s training to get them off to a flying start. We trust they
will be an asset to the growing PW team in Birmingham.

top

Social and Community
Scott Wilson Helps Scottish Rugby
Those of you privileged to have been at Murrayfield last Saturday to witness an historic Scottish victory may also
have noticed the Scott Wilson logos adjacent to the stadium clocks.

These were there through Keith Wallace, CEO of Railways, who last June was elected to the Scottish Rugby Council and then to represent the Council on the Scottish
Rugby Board. The latter role attracts a fee but, since that would have come to the Group, Keith agreed too waive the fee in lieu of some SW recognition and was offered
the option of sponsoring the ball boys or the stadium clock.
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"Is that the one which people look at to see how long there is to go?" "Yes." “Then yes please".
With Scottish Rugby on the mend, the new Commercial Director believes we got a bargain. Keith might argue his own value, but when asked to comment on the value of
the advertising said "advertising like this is subliminal, so it is hard to value.... but watching two successive home wins with one eye on the pitch and one on the clock,
and indeed our logo, has undeniably been.... sublime"
PS Keith's day was further enhanced by relieving Coral at 4/1, having relieved them at 5/1 for the France game although allegations of insider dealing are being
investigated. He also has a wager at 50-1 for the championship, odds now down to 6/1.
PPS There is no truth in the rumour that this week's SRU awayday to plan the three year strategy was curtailed to 5 Minutes when it was agreed to do "more of the
same".
PPPS Enjoy it while you can, if Keith's team is relegated (looking ever possible) he is out of office.
Contact Keith Wallace, Glasgow

top

5 A Side Football Competition

The Leeds office entered a team in the annual Yorkshire and Humber ICE 5 a side football competition
on Saturday 25th Feb.
Despite being called the best team there and cruising through the group stage conceding only a single
goal, the team was controversially knocked out by Leeds University in the semi finals after a dramatic
penalty shoot-out.
The tournament was eventually won by White Young Green.
Contact Liam Evans, Graduate Engineer, Leeds

top

Jobs
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●
●
●

Bids Co-ordinator - Swindon - SWR72
Directors Secretary - Swindon - SWR73
Signalling Engineering Manager - Crewe - SWR74

These jobs are being advertised internally only, for further information please contact Amanda Haines, Swindon

Please ensure you have advised your current line manager before formally applying for any of the above positions. Applications should be sent to the relevant contact by
e-mail, quoting the Job Title shown, with a copy of your most recent CV, SW Grade/Salary and any additional information to support your application.

To view all jobs at Scott Wilson please visit the website www.scottwilson.com/jm/publish/ Please note that vacancies displayed on the website will not show internal
grade or division .
top

Buy and Sell
For Rent

Modern, 3 year old, three bed, semi-detached house for rent. Old Basing, Basingstoke. Furnished. 2 parking spaces. Only 5
minutes drive from Office.
Available now.
For details, please contact Matthew Walker, Basingstoke or 01256 310573 or 07919 217565

Click for larger image
top

For Sale:
PC Desk

Birch effect with pull-out keyboard tray
£10 (Buyer collects).

Click for larger image

Contact Alex Duggan, Basingstoke.
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Villa in Florida For Rent
Click here for further details
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Articles for Interchange
Articles should be submitted by close of business on Monday to Interchange@scottwilson.com
Articles must be no longer than 300 words and all pictures should be in JPEG or similar format. The contact, e-mail, and job title of the contributor should be submitted
with each article.
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